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CLINT HOOPPAW | CHAIR
Apple Valley

KEVIN BURKART | VICE CHAIR
Prior Lake

JON ULRICH | SECRETARY/
TREASURER
Scott County

GENE ABBOTT | MEMBER
Savage

WILLIAM DROSTE | MEMBER
Rosemount

CHRIS GERLACH | MEMBER
Dakota County

GARY HANSEN | MEMBER
Eagan

DAN KEALEY | MEMBER
Burnsville

JAY WHITING | MEMBER
Shakopee

Each of our seven cities appoints one
member to the MVTA Board and one city
staff person as an alternate board member.
The remaining two seats are filled by a
Scott County and a Dakota County
commissioner. Another County
Commissioner serves as the alternate
County representative, while County staff
assist the MVTA as members of the
Technical Work Group.
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MVTA SELECTED AS TRANSIT SYSTEM OF THE YEAR
Minnesota Valley Transit Authority (MVTA) received the Transit System of the Year Award in 2019
from the Minnesota Public Transit Association.
MVTA was recognized for updating its Strategic Plan, refreshing its agency branding and concluding an active year that included efforts to engage and educate the community about MVTA services through outreach efforts; launching an app-based on-demand option (MVTA Connect) and a
new route connecting one of the fastest growing suburbs (Shakopee) to the southwest metro. Another project highlighted for MVTA was the long-sought expansion at the Apple Valley Transit Station. The park and ride has historically been at or over capacity. In 2019, MVTA broke ground and
added two additional levels and more
than 390 parking spaces at the
heavily used facility.
Other highlights of the past year included record State Fair ridership – up
11 percent from previous record; the
launch of express shuttle service to
Minnesota Vikings games; and the introduction of a new Get on Board Commuter Challenge program geared toward encouraging people to use alternative modes of transportation to reduce congestion, save money and improve the
environment.
In August, MVTA also launched a new Ride MVTA app that provides mobile ticketing options, trip
planning and real-time bus information that will serve customers into the future.
Promoting the MVTA brand is a top goal for the MVTA Board of Commissioners.

“WE GOT THIS”
The “We got this” tagline speaks to the value and beneﬁt of MVTA.
By entrusting MVTA to do the driving, riders save time. They can use
that time to relax, get work done or have a conversation. They don’t
have to worry about the hassles of trafﬁc or parking because MVTA
will take care of the work. And as an added beneﬁt, MVTA buses are clean and comfortable.
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APPLE VALLEY TRANSIT STATION EXPANSION
A long-sought expansion and modernization of the Apple Valley Transit Station took place in
2019 along the busy and growing corridor along Cedar Avenue/Highway 77.
Prior to the construction work, the transit station had the highest percentage of parking space
use of the largest bus park and ride facilities in the metro area.
The ramp expansion project began in June and new levels were opened in December 2019.
In addition to the parking ramp
expansion that includes 392 additional
parking spaces at AVTS, the
construction added a variety of other
improvements, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Adding a second elevator at the ramp.
Energy-efﬁcient LED lighting.
Accessibility improvements on existing levels at the main entrance.
A modern façade on the AVTS ramp.
Additional security cameras to improve public safety.

MVTA CONNECT
MVTA launched its ﬁrst micro transit service – MVTA Connect – in June 2019. The new on-demand
public transit service began serving the city of Savage and shortly after launch western Burnsville
was added to the service area. Like other on-demand rideshare services, MVTA Connect allows riders to arrange a ride on a MVTA vehicle through a smartphone-based app called TransLoc or at
ondemand.transloc.com. Service is provided from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Fares are $3 and the driver can provide a free transfer to

MVTA’s other ﬁxed routes. MVTA Connect began on a
pilot basis and serves Burnsville Transit Station, Fairview
Ridges Hospital, Burnsville Mall and Burnsville Walmart.
Ridership grew from approximately 20 riders per day in
June to close to 50 riders per day in December.
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DOWNTOWN 4TH AVENUE ROUTING
Continuing to seek more reliable trip times and fewer
delays, MVTA detoured six routes off of Marquette Avenue
in July.
MVTA conducted extensive public outreach prior to the
detour and found customers supported shifting routes from
Marquette to 4th Avenue as long as shelters were added
downtown. The routes put on detour out of downtown in
the afternoon were 464, 470, 472, 476, 478 and 479. The
routing allowed buses to avoid congestion getting around
and out of the Gateway Ramp. After timing studies veriﬁed
trip times were cut by more than half getting out of
downtown, the routing was eventually made permanent.
Other benefits of the routing change included saving more
than 14,000 miles per year on the bus fleet; saving more
than $50,000 in annual fuel costs; decreasing overtime costs

Facing significant and
challenging traffic delays in
downtown Minneapolis, MVTA
took the lead in 2019 in
rerouting buses downtown to
improve trip times.

by 90 percent; and reducing customer complaints and staff
time to investigate complaints.

ROUTE 477 DOWNTOWN PILOT
MVTA began with a pilot test on Route 477 designed to improve on-time performance in
downtown Minneapolis. Prior to implementing changes, MVTA surveyed customers and found
nearly 90 percent of respondents favored a change to improve on-time performance.
Starting in May, the southbound departures out of Minneapolis avoided heavily congested areas
north of Washington Avenue by removing stops.
The pilot route resulted in time savings of about 10 minutes per trip and the routing was made
permanent.
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RECORD STATE FAIR RIDERSHIP
In 2019, boosted by terriﬁc weather, MVTA set a single-year record for State Fair ridership:
97,291 – more than a 11 percent increase over the previous record set in 2017.
Changes in 2019
MVTA added six additional buses to
State Fair service this year, which
signiﬁcantly improved pacing both to
and from the fairgrounds. The improved
pacing reduced the amount of time
customers had to wait for the bus during
peak travel times and dramatically
reduced customer complaints about
departure delays. Staff also worked to
improve management of overﬂow
parking at Burnsville Transit with
handouts and staff to direct customers to
available parking at Traveler’s Trail lots.
Additional staff support at Burnsville
Transit Station busway improved
departures for customers.

In 2019, there were 15 daily ridership records at
MVTA transit stations during the State Fair, including
an overall ridership record of 97,291.

Comparison to previous years
In addition to setting overall ridership record, there were 15 daily records, including records for
total ridership on the ﬁrst Thursday, ﬁrst Friday, ﬁrst Tuesday and second Friday of the fair.
Burnsville and Eagan had record overall ridership and Marschall Road had its second highest total
ridership year. Digital tickets also showed continued growth and this was the ﬁrst year riders
could purchase tickets on the new Ride MVTA digital app.
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BREAKDOWN BY YEAR

2019 BREAKDOWN BY TYPE

2019 BREAKDOWN BY DESTINATION
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HIGHEST RIDERSHIP ROUTES IN 2019
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GENERAL FUND SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
Minnesota Valley Transit Authority (MVTA) is committed to effectively managing funding that
ensures the agency’s long-term viability while providing high-quality services to our customers.
MVTA has four major categories of revenue: motor vehicle sales tax, charges for services (mainly
passenger fares), operating grants, and other revenue. Motor vehicle sales taxes accounted for
63% of the revenue and operating grants made up 16%. These two revenue groupings accounted
for 78% of MVTA’s revenue. Charges for services made up 15% of the revenue with the remainder
coming from other revenues .
2019 OPERATING REVENUE - GENERAL FUND
Operating Grants
16%

Other Revenue
6%

29,912,548.00 Revenues
Motor Vehicle Sales Tax
Charges for Services
Operating Grants
Other Revenue

Charges for
Services
15%

63%
15%
16%
6%

Motor Vehicle Sales
Tax
63%

The General Fund expenditures were $29,564,821 for the year. The majority of the costs were
from providing transit services to the area’s citizens. These accounted for 82% of the expenditures
or $24,249,746. Administrative functions cost the agency $3,332,203 or 11.3% of the expenses.
Facilities operation and maintenance activities accounted for 5.9% with capital outlay and debt
service making up the remaining 1%.
2019 OPERATING EXPENDITURES - GENERAL FUND
Capital Outlay , 0.7%

29,564,821.00 Expenditures
24,249,746.00
1,733,508.00
3,332,203.00
211,564.00
37,800.00

Transit Operations
Facilities Management
Administration
Capital Outlay
Debt Service

Administration, 11.3%

Debt Service, 0.1%

Facilities
Management, 5.9%

82.0%
5.9%
11.3%
0.7%
0.1%
Transit Operations,
82.0%
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TEXT-A-TIP
In March 2019, MVTA introduced text-a-tip communication to allow customers to submit concerns
with buses and facilities to MVTA staff using texting platform provided by ELERTS.
The texting platform provides another communication channel for customers to connect with
MVTA. By simply texting to 952-234-5956, riders can report suspicious activity, vandalism, grafﬁti,
disruptive behavior and maintenance issues on MVTA buses and at MVTA facilities. A photo may
be attached to the text message, to show MVTA exactly what is being reported.

ALLOVER MEDIA ADVERTISING EXPANDS IN SECOND YEAR
MVTA began advertising on buses and at facilities through a
contract with AllOver Media in December of 2017. In the

second year of the contract, advertising generated $198,041
to help offset MVTA cost of operations.
The MVTA funds generated in the second year of the contract
were up nearly 17 percent. The more advertising sold through
the contract generates additional funding for MVTA.

MVTA CONDUCTS FIRST GET ON BOARD COMMUTER CHALLENGE
In an effort to reduce trafﬁc, help the environment and save south metro residents money, MVTA
conducted the ﬁrst Get on Board Commuter Challenge in April 2019.
The initiative encouraged residents to leave their single-occupancy vehicle at home and ﬁnd a new
way to get to work and around town. Participating transit riders, cyclists, carpoolers, walkers, tele-

workers were eligible for prizes, including VIP packages at Canterbury Park and gift cards at
Michael’s Cycles, Valley Bike & Ski and Reﬁt Athletic.
The commuter challenge, which attracted more than 100 participants, promoted active and sustainable transportation methods, including carpools, public transit, walking and cycling.
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AVAIL INTEGRATION
MVTA completed primary installation of a new Computer Aided Dispatch and Automatic Vehicle
Location CAD/AVL system provided by Avail Technologies.
The CAD/AVL system connects vehicles with route scheduling and dispatching software. It automatically collects vital data used by dispatchers such as bus GPS locations, schedule adherence
status, breakdowns and emergencies. It also provides essential information to in-vehicle peripherals (headsigns, annunciators) and on-vehicle announcements. With real time data, call takers can
quickly and accurately respond to ‘Where’s my bus?’ calls. Dispatchers have greater insight and
control over their buses and can quickly assign vehicles to routes based upon real-time performance criteria.

NEW RIDE MVTA APP
In August, customers were able to access real-time bus location information
via the new Ride MVTA app. The free app, available via the App Store and
Google Play, contains several convenient trip planning tools for trip planning,
bus tracking and ticket purchasing.

MVTA OUTREACH
In 2019, MVTA increased its focus on educating its communities regarding transportation options,
trip planning, courtesy and expectations, accessibility for mobility riders, and fare payment options. Classroom sessions were given and followed by the opportunity to ride a regular route bus.
Groups with special needs were given the opportunity to conduct the class on-board an MVTA
bus so students and personal attendants could
practice using all of the mobility options offered
for our riders. Group ‘ﬁeld trips’ gave potential
riders the opportunity to ride an MVTA bus while
accompanied by an MVTA representative to help
make their experience a positive one and
encourage their ridership, leading to
independence.
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mvta.com

